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REPELLENT CRIMES AND RATIONAL DELIBERATION: EMOTION AND THE DEATH PENALTY

Susan A. Bandes

ABSTRACT

It is often assumed that the anger, outrage, and other strong emotions provoked by repellent crimes interfere with rational deliberation. There is some truth to the notion that heinous murders and other shocking crimes place an enormous strain on the criminal justice system and may exert a destructive influence on institutional process. Nevertheless, the argument that strong emotion interferes with rational deliberation begs the question: What is rational deliberation? In this article, I argue for an understanding of rational deliberation that recognizes its pervasive emotional content. I suggest that the legal system operates on certain misconceptions about emotion that are harmful to institutional process. The most pervasive misconception is that the very attempt to address emotion is destabilizing to the rule of law. Though the legal system rarely incorporates scientific or social-scientific knowledge of emotional dynamics, it nevertheless operates on its own assumptions about how emotions work. It tends to take three approaches to emotion: requiring it to be "set aside" (e.g., the antisympathy instruction), permitting it to be "introduced" (e.g., the victim impact statement), and ignoring it (e.g., the refusal to clarify the meaning of life without parole despite evidence that juries misunderstand the term).

I argue that the legal approach to emotion and rationality is based on three primary misconceptions about the nature of emotion: 1) that emotions are tangible objects with an identity independent of the person they are in or the institutional context in which they occur; 2) that emotions are private and internal feelings rather than processes that take shape in a social world; and 3) that emotions are bursts of uncontrollable passion that short-circuit rational deliberation. Using the example of capital punishment, I illustrate that these misconceptions have serious consequences for the structure and operation of the capital system.
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† I owe special thanks to Carol Sanger for inviting me to deliver the Barbara Black Spring Lecture on Women and the Law at Columbia Law School for which this article was originally written. I am also indebted to Scott Sundby and to the participants in the University of California, Berkeley Center for Law and Policy bag-lunch series, the New York University Law and Culture Colloquium and the Criminal Justice Forum at Cleveland-Marshall College of Law for insightful comments on earlier drafts, and to Kayleigh Van Poolen for excellent research assistance.
Is there something about repellent crimes, such as heinous and brutal murders, that places a particular strain on the legal system? Scott Turow, who has both prosecuted and defended capital cases, observed that "it is . . . extreme and repellent crimes that provoke the highest emotions—anger, especially, even outrage—that in turn make rational deliberation problematic for investigators, prosecutors, judges, and juries."\(^1\)

Scott Peterson was accused of killing his lovely young pregnant wife while he was having an affair;\(^2\) Susan Smith of drowning her two toddlers in her car after strapping them into their car seats;\(^3\) John Lee Malvo of shooting randomly picked strangers in a series of murders that terrorized the Washington, D.C. area;\(^4\) and Karla Faye Tucker of killing Deborah Thornton with a pickaxe because she happened to be in the room.\(^5\) These cases evoked intense community-wide emotions including fear, anger, and grief, as well as a general sense of a rupture in the social fabric. The crimes sparked a media frenzy that heightened the emotional intensity and spread it well beyond the immediate locale. Not every heinous murder garners national attention, but death-eligible murders tend to be horrifying enough to rivet the attention of the local community. The community shares in the horror of the crime, the fear while the perpetrator is at large, the agony of the victims' family and friends, the outrage at the accused, and the desire to see justice done—and swiftly. Yet somehow the legal system, charged with deciding the fate of the accused, is expected to float free of this emotional intensity—an island of pure deliberative reason.

Brutal and shocking crimes exert enormous pressure on the criminal justice system. There is evidence that, despite the layers of process for which the capital system is well known, the investigation and prosecution of such crimes exerts a destructive influence on institutional process.\(^6\) It is not just the jury that may allow revulsion to overwhelm judgment; every legal institution charged with implementing the death penalty wrestles with the passions such
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crimes evoke. My focus is, in part, on the emotional dynamics that contribute to these extraordinary strains on the capital system.

However, I have broader ambitions for the article as well. The legal system’s treatment of capital crimes provides a window into a larger discussion about the intersection of emotion and legal process. Capital punishment is both the best and worst starting point for such a discussion. It provides fertile terrain for discussing emotion in part because its emotional content is so salient and so obviously difficult to excise from the decision-making process. Strong emotions are expressed in the courtroom and the jury room; words like “mercy,” “sympathy,” and “vengeance” even creep into the official discourse. But the focus on the death penalty also lays a trap for those interested in the broader questions of emotion’s role—the problem of death penalty exceptionalism. Capital punishment is depicted as an exceptional challenge to the system, implicitly positing a criminal justice system that is capable of acting rationally, but that is sorely tested, and sometimes overwhelmed, by the passions evoked in death penalty cases. But this formulation is misleading. It begs the antecedent question: What does rational deliberation consist of?

To focus solely on the intense passions elicited in death penalty cases is to mistake the pervasive and often invisible influence of emotion on every aspect of the decision-making process. The challenges that capital punishment poses for the criminal justice system, or for the rule of law generally, are not unique. Even in the capital context, the focus on salient emotions is dangerously misleading. This article discusses our system of capital punishment both as an institution in which emotional salience poses special challenges and as a pathway to the larger questions of emotion’s role in the law.

I. THE LAW’S ATTITUDE TOWARD EMOTION: COULD WE PLEASE NOT TALK ABOUT THIS?

Decision-making in capital cases calls upon a complex blend of explicit rules, appeals to moral intuition, and abstract principles (like “cruel and unusual punishment” or “evolving standards of decency”) that implicate a variety of cognitive, moral, and emotional processes. What is the institutional role in ensuring that this complex blend of rules and principles is designed to promote good decision-making? In other words, to what

---

7. Salience is a term in technical use in psychology, neuroscience, semiotics, and other disciplines. Although there are variations in meaning across and even within these disciplines, the term generally refers to the accessibility, intensity, or attention-getting properties of an event or other entity. Shih-Chen Yen & Leif H. Finkel, Salience, in 4 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE HUMAN BRAIN 237, 237 (2002).
extent should the criminal justice system incorporate knowledge of how decisions are in fact made? This question is a familiar one. The legal system is continually confronted with rapidly evolving scientific and social-scientific knowledge, and with difficult questions about how to evaluate and respond to it. For example, how should law incorporate evolving scientific knowledge about climate change or lie-detection techniques? Or evolving social-scientific knowledge about comprehension of jury instructions or the psychological effects of spousal abuse? However, legal professionals generally do not view information about emotion the way they view other interdisciplinary knowledge. Instead of worrying about what the legal system ought to do with new information about emotional dynamics, they worry about whether it is advisable to start down this path of inquiry at all.

Questions about the role of emotion meet with somewhat less resistance when they are couched in other terms. The debate about morality's role in law continues unresolved, but its status as a proper subject of debate is unquestioned. It is acceptable to talk about human behavior, judgment, and cognitive bias. And it has become much easier to talk about emotion itself now that cognitive neuroscience has begun to study it. Brain imaging has given the fuzzy concept of emotion a comforting materiality. As Jerome Kagan observes, "[t]he ability to visualize an abstract idea has extraordinary power to persuade us of the reality of the idea." Cognitive neuroscience has taken a study that has long been deemed "scientifically unpursuable" and made it respectable. It has also provided a scientific language that allows fear to be approached with reference to the amygdala, empathy with respect to mirror neurons, and trust in relation to oxytocin.

But to talk about the emotions of fear, anger, disgust, sympathy, or compassion, and especially to discuss the use of emotion by legal professionals as opposed to lay actors—for example, judges instead of juries—is a type of discourse that sounds strange to our ears. There is a sense in which the very discussion of it is viewed as destabilizing. Indeed, the term "emotion" when used in legal discourse has traditionally
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11. Id.
functioned as a category of exclusion. To label an influence "emotional" is to say it is inappropriate—the very opposite of the reasoned discourse on which the legal system is premised. The traditional approach is to define those influences regarded as improper as irrational and thus emotional, and to treat influences that undeniably pervade the legal system as really not about emotion at all—to talk instead about discretion, politics, advocacy, interpretive leeway, nullification, decisional frameworks, or even morality.

Recently a death penalty verdict was overturned because the jurors consulted the Bible during deliberations. Specifically, the jury was consulting Leviticus and its call for "[an] eye for [an] eye; [a] tooth for [a] tooth." The Colorado Supreme Court said that "[j]urors must deliberate . . . without the aid or distraction of extraneous texts." Perhaps the court meant that jurors cannot bring their own materials into the jury room—such as Bibles, Black's Law Dictionaries, Ouija boards, or, despite Henry Fonda's famous scene in Twelve Angry Men, their own versions of the murder weapon. On the other hand, perhaps the court meant that biblical sources are distracting and extraneous, and that jurors should stick to applying the law.

The question of what counts as "extraneous" to a legal decision is complicated. When asked to determine what sort of punishment heinous murderers deserve, people consult their moral, ethical, and religious beliefs. They consult their emotional reactions—their empathy, disgust, and moral outrage. They consult their understanding of how the world works by relying on assumptions about why people behave as they do, about the relevance of background and upbringing, about who is redeemable and who deserves mercy, and about what ought to happen to those whose behavior transgresses moral boundaries.

These diverse influences on judgment lead to the questions at the heart of this article. Which influences on judgment should be considered distracting or extraneous? Is the emotion that imbues capital decision-making illegitimate? Can it be disentangled from moral, ethical, and

13. Id.
14. Id. There is a split in the circuits on this issue. See Warren Richey, Supreme Court Lets Stand Death Sentence After Bible Reading, CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR, Oct. 7, 2008, at 25, available at 2008 WLNR 19010373 (noting that the First, Fifth, and Eleventh Circuits have prohibited introducing a Bible into jury deliberations, whereas the Fourth and Ninth Circuits have permitted the reading of Bible verses during deliberations).
15. J.D. SUNWOLF, PRACTICAL JURY DYNAMICS 8 (2004) (discussing a case in which four jurors used a Ouija board to consult with the deceased victim during deliberations).
religious influences on judgment? In the conventional story, moral, ethical, and even some religious beliefs play a role in legal decision-making, however ill-defined. Emotion is regarded quite differently. This difference in treatment has much to do with how various influences are categorized. For example, despite the Colorado court's prohibition on bringing a Bible into the jury room, courts rarely object to prosecutors who exhort juries to abide by the "eye for an eye" injunction by returning a verdict of death. These references are rarely regarded as biblical, but are instead treated as proper arguments for retribution or for appropriate punishment. Conversely, defense appeals to exercise sympathy, mercy, or forgiveness toward the defendant tend to be classified as appeals to emotion. In other words, they are regarded as exhortations to the jury to turn away from fact and law and give in to influences that are irrational and illegitimate.

The problem with this asymmetry is not that the law abhors emotional responses. Nor is the problem that some emotional reactions take precedence over others—that is inevitable in an adversarial proceeding. The problem is the use of the category "emotional" to dismiss disfavored attitudes without analysis. The label "emotional" acts as a way of cutting off discussion and insulating or marginalizing certain attitudes and influences from scrutiny. For this reason, we need to pay close attention to what gets labeled emotional. We need to pay particular attention to assumptions about human behavior that go unchallenged or that "go without saying." We need a broader and more nuanced account of what "emotional" and "rational" mean. Only then can we debate which emotions advance the appropriate goals of the system, and investigate how to channel, educate, or discourage those that do not.

These rather lofty and abstract issues about the role of emotion are easier to think about in concrete legal contexts—appropriately so, since we are talking not about philosophy or psychology for their own sake, but about how to construct and conduct a legal system that has concrete and quite serious consequences. This article focuses on the capital context, which presents a conundrum. At first blush, the capital system seems a poor vehicle for a discussion of the law's failure to grapple with emotional influences. Emotion in capital trials is salient. It even receives some official


recognition, as with appeals to mercy and the antisympathy instruction discussed below. Some of the emotion in the capital punishment context is obvious—but only some of it. Much of it is invisible—not categorized as emotional. On closer inspection, the capital system is a good illustration of what happens when we decide not to start down the path of inquiry into emotional influences—or when we assume such influences are easily cabined or addressed without any guidance from those disciplines that have studied emotional dynamics.

The capital system is built upon choices among competing emotional claims—some acknowledged and others not. Sometimes the system attempts to regulate or bar emotion explicitly. Sometimes it simply ignores emotion, regulating conduct as if no emotional variables were at play. And sometimes it actively tries to introduce emotion. This article illustrates each of these approaches. It argues that they reflect common and deeply entrenched misapprehensions about how law and emotion intersect and that these misapprehensions have serious consequences for the conduct of the capital system.

A. Putting Emotion Aside: The Antisympathy Instruction

First, consider one of the few situations in which the possibility of emotional influence is expressly acknowledged and made subject to regulation: the antisympathy instruction, which informs the jury that it “must not be swayed by mere sentiment, conjecture, sympathy, passion, prejudice, public opinion or public feeling.”

In capital cases, the jury at the penalty phase is faced with the task of rendering what is called a “reasoned moral decision” about whether the defendant should be executed. Jurors must determine the worth of the defendant’s life, weigh it against the gravity and harm of the crime, and determine whether the defendant deserves death. What does this mean in practice? How does one determine what is moral in this context and, moreover, whether one’s moral response is reasoned? Jurors are given little guidance on these daunting questions. Jurors receiving the antisympathy instruction are told, essentially, that a decision influenced by sympathy, passion, or sentiment is not a reasoned moral decision. Justice O’Connor, in her concurrence in California v. Brown, explained that the instruction properly recognized the jury’s decision as a moral inquiry into the culpability of the defendant and not an emotional response to the mitigating

19. See id. at 545 (O’Connor, J., concurring).
Consider the problems with this approach. Jurors are not given any guidance on what the term "sympathy" means. To complicate matters further, jurors are permitted to exercise mercy, but they are not given a definition of that term either. Moreover, they are given no instruction about the other strong emotions they are likely to experience in the wake of a capital trial and sentencing hearing. The implication seems to be either that jurors can give appropriate effect to their anger, outrage, empathy, and grief without any help, or that these reactions are not passions or sentiments, but simply reasoned moral responses.

Current research on moral decision-making muddies this picture even further. It is increasingly clear that emotion is an essential source of information about—and an essential influence on—social and moral judgment. Antonio Damasio and other researchers have observed that subjects with impaired access to their emotions may lose the ability to make decisions beneficial to their well-being or the welfare of others. Access to our emotions—our fear, compassion, remorse, and ability to empathize—enables us to perceive and attend to the emotions of others, evaluate the motives of others, and predict the consequences of our actions for others. It also motivates us to care about these consequences. Some of Damasio’s patients had intact reasoning skills but could no longer feel emotion. Like psychopaths, they understood the consequences of their actions but had lost the ability to care about the suffering of others. The instruction to jurors to separate their moral instincts from their emotions when deciding whether the defendant should be sentenced to death is based on outmoded assumptions about moral reasoning.

How might these distinctions between reason, morality, and emotion play out in an actual jury room? In Scott Sundby’s fine book, A Life and Death Decision, in which he draws on interviews with the members of several capital juries after they render their verdicts, he tells the affecting story of Peggy, the sole holdout against a capital sentence on a twelve

20. Id.
21. See Jonathan Haidt, The Moral Emotions, in HANDBOOK OF AFFECTIVE SCIENCES 852, 852–70 (Richard J. Davidson et al. eds., 2003) (discussing the increasing number of studies regarding moral emotions and claiming that "emotions are in fact in charge of the temple of morality").
22. ANTONIO DAMASIO, DESCARTES' ERROR: EMOTION, REASON, AND THE HUMAN BRAIN 34–51 (1994) (discussing Elliot, a patient with damage to his prefrontal cortex). As Damasio points out, the particular pathology will depend on the nature of the neurological damage at issue. Id. at 38.
25. Id.
Peggy listened to the evidence of the defendant's childhood and gained a glimmer of understanding about how he got caught up in a cycle of violence. She thought she saw pain and confusion in his demeanor, and this led her to see him as capable of redemption. She heard evidence of how his younger brother died during an incident in which the two were experimenting with alcohol and how he forever after felt responsible for his brother's death and its effect on his family. This testimony moved her because she had both a sister and a daughter. How should we describe her process here? Is it empathy, sympathy, a merciful attitude? Her outlook was, in some respects, affected by her religious beliefs as well. She tended to believe people are redeemable and to separate the sinner from the sin. How are we to separate the legal, moral, religious, and emotional aspects of her deliberative process? How are we to separate her deliberative process from her preexisting assumptions about how people behave and how the world works? If her approach was inappropriately emotional, then how is a juror meant to give effect to mitigation evidence and weigh it against the facts of the crime?

The antisympathy instruction is problematic for what it says, but also for what it does not say. The singling out of sympathy for mention in the instructions sends an implicit message that any other influences do not count as emotional. This implication is often made quite explicit. For example, in Saffle v. Parks, in which the jury had received an antisympathy instruction, the prosecutor said in closing argument:

[Y]ou're not yourself putting Robyn Parks to death. You just have become a part of the criminal justice system that says when anyone does this, that he must suffer death. So all you are doing is you're just following the law . . . . [I]t's not on your conscience. . . . God's law is the very same. . . . So don't let it bother your conscience, you know.

27. Id.
28. Id. at 62.
29. Id. at 71.
30. Id. at 85–86.
31. Id. at 70.
32. Id.
This misstatement of the law (which did not mandate a death sentence) is, of course, an evocation of the *lex talionis*: the law of "an eye for an eye." Yet it barely registers as a discussion about vengeance or retribution, or about religion or morality. It is treated like a garden-variety argument about the law.

And this selective coding is just what Sundby describes in his account of Peggy, the holdout juror—the other jurors regarded her as too weak-minded, emotional, and irrational to do the job with which she was entrusted. They thought she was violating her oath to vote for death where warranted. They told her to "get [her] feelings off the defendant and onto the victim—be sensible, be realistic." Another juror's son was in a car crash during the deliberations; he survived but the juror then had a visceral sense of what it is like to lose someone without saying goodbye. During deliberations, he often referred back to this sense and linked it to the inability of the victim's family to say goodbye to the victim before he was murdered. Yet this juror's argument was not regarded as emotional—simply as making what was at stake more concrete. The emotions that lead to a death sentence are coded as tough-minded, evincing an ability to follow the law even when it is difficult.

B. Showing Some Emotion: Victim Impact Statements

In some instances, the legal system may explicitly permit the introduction of emotion, as it did in *Payne v. Tennessee*, which held that it is permissible for the families of murder victims to describe the emotional impact of the crime to the court and the jury at the penalty phase of a capital trial. The *Payne* decision upheld the delivery of a heartbreaking

34. See Okla. Stat. Ann. tit. 21, § 701.11 (West 2009) (effective July 24, 1976; amended 1987 in a manner not relevant here) (defining conditions under which a jury may impose the death penalty, but omitting any circumstances under which the death penalty is required); see also Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280, 303 (1976) (striking down North Carolina's death penalty statute because, *inter alia*, the mandatory sentencing procedure did not allow for "particularized consideration of relevant aspects of the character and record of each convicted defendant before the imposition upon him of a sentence of death").

35. SUNDBY, supra note 26, at 67.
36. Id. at 90–92.
37. Id. at 88.
38. Id.
39. Id.
40. Payne v. Tennessee, 501 U.S. 808, 825 (1981). The reasoning in *Payne* does not explicitly acknowledge the emotional content of the statements. Rather, it depicts the statements as a vehicle for providing additional information to the jury—specifically, a fuller understanding of the harm caused by the crime. *Id.* For discussions of the emotions evoked by victim impact statements, see Susan Bandes,
statement by the mother of a murder victim:

He cries for his mom. He doesn’t seem to understand why she
doesn’t come home. And he cries for his sister Lacie. He comes
to me many times during the week and asks me, Grandmama, do
you miss my Lacie. And I tell him yes. He says, I’m worried
about my Lacie.  

Although this testimony is nearly unbearably painful to read, and must
have been devastating to hear in court, the Payne court saw such statements
as conveying information, not emotion. It described them as “simply
another form or method of informing the sentencing authority about the
specific harm caused by the crime in question.” What sort of information
are victim impact statements meant to convey? Victim impact testimony is
not meant to convey the fact of the murder—that is established in the guilt
phase. It conveys the emotional impact of losing the particular victim. The
Court in Payne expressed confidence that courts would bar unduly
inflammatory victim impact evidence whose prejudicial emotional effect
outweighed its informational value. But the distinction between
prejudicial effect and informational value borders on the incoherent in this
context, given that the value of the information is its ability to evoke pain
and make grief salient.

The Supreme Court recently declined an opportunity to clarify this
distinction, denying certiorari in two cases involving victim impact
testimony in the form of two emotionally powerful films about the lives of
the victims. One of these included music by Enya, a voiceover by the
victim’s mother, and a concluding shot of wild horses running free
(describing “the kind of heaven” in which the victim’s mother said her
daughter belonged). The California Supreme Court held the videos
admissible, finding that they “expressed no outrage,” and contained no

Empathy, Narrative, and Victim Impact Statements, 63 U. CHI. L. REV. 361 (1996) [hereinafter Bandes,
Empathy]; Susan Bandes, Victims, “Closure,” and the Sociology of Emotion, in LAW & CONTEMP.
PROBS. (forthcoming 2009) (manuscript at 11–15, on file with the Vermont Law Review) [hereinafter
Bandes, Victims].

42. Id. at 825.
43. Id.
44. Id at 831 (O’Connor, J., concurring). Justice O’Connor opined that where the admission of
the evidence rendered the sentencing process fundamentally unfair, it might run afoul of the Due Process
Clause. Id.
45. People v. Kelly, 171 P.3d 548 (Cal. 2007), cert. denied, Kelly v. California, 129 S. Ct. 564,
564 (2008) (Stevens and Breyer, JJ., dissenting).
46. Kelly, 171 P.3d at 570.
"clarion call for vengeance," but "just implied sadness." Similarly, it held that the video montage in the companion case was "not unduly emotional." The California court betrayed a misunderstanding of the nature of emotion—it searched for a salient emotional message, found none, and thus overlooked the devastating emotional impact of the testimony. In his dissent from the denial of certiorari, Justice Stevens quoted a federal district court judge who said of his own exposure to victim impact testimony:

I cannot help but wonder if Payne . . . would have been decided in the same way if the Supreme Court Justices in the majority had ever sat as trial judges in a federal death penalty case and had observed first hand, rather than through review of a cold record, the unsurpassed emotional power of victim impact testimony on a jury. It has now been over four months since I heard this testimony . . . and the juror's sobbing during the victim impact testimony still rings in my ears.

Victim impact testimony is imbued with emotion, as this judge's description attests. It also conveys information. As Justice Breyer observed about the video montage in the California case, it did "remind the jur[ors] that the person whose life was taken was a unique human being," which gave them "a quick glimpse of the life the defendant 'chose to extinguish.'" It did this by evoking emotion in a way a cold evidentiary record could not have accomplished. The questions are whether the information conveyed was relevant, and whether its emotional impact interfered with the jury's ability to deliberate on all the relevant evidence. As Justice Stevens pointed out, "[n]o member of the [California] court suggested that the evidence shed any light on the character of the offense, the character of the offender, or the defendant's moral culpability." The sharp distinction between evidence that evokes

47. Id. at 571.
48. Id.
49. Id. at 570. In Zamudio v. California, the video montage contained 118 photographs of the victims at various stages of their lives, including their childhood and early years of marriage, and concluding with photographs of the victims' graves. Kelly v. California, 129 S. Ct. 564, 567 n.3 (2008) (Stevens, J., dissenting) (citing People v. Zamudio, 181 P.3d 105 (Cal. 2008)), denying cert. to Kelly, 171 P.3d at 548.
emotion and evidence that conveys information (i.e., that triggers cognition) muddies the courts' analysis and leaves them with no framework for determining whether this particular information, and these particular emotions, belong in the courtroom.

In allowing victim impact testimony, the Court in *Payne* made an assumption that seems, at first blush, both logical and fair. It assumed that victim impact statements are required to make the suffering of victims and their loved ones salient in the same way that the defendant’s humanity is salient. This argument has tremendous emotional power. Its emotional resonance arises, in part, from the fact that grief about the victim’s death, empathy for those who loved the victim, and anger at the defendant, feel natural and right. These feelings come easily, without any assistance from the legal system. One error the Court made was in treating the victim impact testimony in isolation rather than considering the emotional landscape of the trial as a whole. There is evidence that capital jurors enter the penalty phase with feelings of intense anger toward the defendant and intense empathy toward the victim and the victim’s family. It is all too common for jurors to decide that the defendant should be executed before the penalty phase even begins.\footnote{William J. Bowers, Marla Sandys & Benjamin D. Steiner, *Foreclosed Impartiality in Capital Sentencing: Jurors' Predispositions, Guilt-Trial Experience, and Premature Decision Making*, 83 CORNELL L. REV. 1476, 1477 (1988). See also CRAIG HANEY, *DEATH BY DESIGN: CAPITAL PUNISHMENT AS A SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL SYSTEM* 174–75 (2005).}

Their difficulty at this juncture is not in imagining the humanity and suffering of the victim and survivors, but in meeting their constitutionally mandated duty to remain open to the defendant’s mitigation evidence before determining whether a death sentence is appropriate.\footnote{Bowers et al., *supra* note 53, at 1485–86.} Jurors do need help keeping their anger and grief from overwhelming their ability to hear the defendant’s arguments. The victim impact statement intensifies their anger and grief instead.

The admissibility of victim impact testimony is also premised on certain assumptions about what murder survivors need in order to heal.\footnote{Bandes, *Victims, supra* note 40 (manuscript at 11–15).}

In the years since *Payne* was decided, it has become an article of faith that victim impact statements promote closure for murder survivors. But there is no good evidence that this is true. Those who have lost loved ones to murder tend to reject the notion of closure. Sharon Tewksbury, whose husband was murdered, said the following after the man responsible for the murder was executed: “My goal is to get all of the media to understand that ‘closure’ is a bad word, a word survivors don’t
understand.” Moreover, even if closure is possible, it does not follow that it can or should take place during a capital trial. Emotions take shape in the social world; they do not remain stable and fixed regardless of institutional context.

C. Ignoring Emotion: Fear, Jury Confusion, and the Meaning of Life Without Parole

Third, consider a situation in which emotions are not acknowledged, and in which there is empirical evidence that the legal system is operating on problematic assumptions about how emotions operate. Several studies establish that there is a common perception—among jurors in actual capital trials as well as among the citizenry at large—that life without parole means about fifteen years in prison (or seven years in prison in Georgia). Studies have also shown that when jurors have the option of sentencing the defendant to life without parole, and understand that it really means life without parole, they will often choose that option instead of a death sentence. In spite of this evidence, when jurors ask judges to explain the meaning of life without parole, the common judicial protocol is to refuse to answer, often instructing the jury that the terms should be given their “plain and ordinary meanings.” The Supreme Court has held that the defendant has no right to demand more accurate information unless his future dangerousness is specifically at issue. It has found future dangerousness to be at issue when the prosecution specifically cites it as a reason to impose a death sentence. Yet the evidence suggests that, in capital trials, future

57. In prior articles, I have addressed victim impact statements in far greater depth. See Bandes, Empathy, supra note 40, at 364–65 (arguing that victim impact statements should be inadmissible because of the emotions they evoke during sentencing); Bandes, Victims, supra note 40 (manuscript at 14) (examining the claim that victim impact statements promote closure).
58. See, e.g., Benjamin D. Steiner, William J. Bowers & Austin Sarat, Folk Knowledge as Legal Action: Death Penalty Judgments and the Tenet of Early Release in a Culture of Mistrust and Punitiveness, 33 LAW & SOC'Y REV. 461, 472 (1999) (showing that citizens in New York, Nebraska, Kansas, and Massachusetts believe that offenders convicted of first degree murder usually serve less than fifteen years in prison before being paroled or released).
60. Id. at 609 n.10.
63. Kelly, 534 U.S. at 254. See also Shafer v. South Carolina, 532 U.S. 36, 51, 54–55 (2001). In Shafer, the prosecutor introduced evidence of the defendant's past aggressive conduct but did not explicitly argue future dangerousness. Id. The Court remanded for a decision on whether future
dangerousness usually is at issue, and that it appears to exert a powerful influence on jurors.

II. ONCE MORE WITH FEELING: WHAT IS EMOTION?

There is a growing body of empirical evidence about the operation of the death penalty, and particularly about the dynamics of the capital jury. These studies demonstrate a marked disjunction between the role emotion plays and the role the law acknowledges. The law's conception of this role is grounded on several widely held misconceptions about what emotion is and how it functions, which I will briefly describe.

A. The Fundamental Misconceptions

Misconception one: emotions are material objects. They have an identity independent of the person they are in. As sociologist Arlie Hochschild observes, we talk about "expressing," "storing," or "getting in touch with" emotions. Anger "overtakes or overwhelms us." Fear creeps up on us. Love deserts us. These metaphors are more than just rhetorical flourishes. They reflect and inform our understanding of how the world works. We assume that objects have certain properties. If we think of emotions as objects, we assume—often unconsciously—that they are cohesive. We imagine them as having clear boundaries, as assuming the same shape no matter where they are located, as capable of being moved from place to place, or of retaining their essence over time.

This way of thinking plays a prominent role in legal regulation of emotion. Most noticeably, the law approaches emotions as entities that it can add or remove, and that retain their shape regardless of location. It assumes it can inculcate shame through shaming penalties, and that shame will have the same civilizing effect on each defendant. It assumes it can
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prohibit sympathy by instructing jurors to put it aside, but it does not tell them how to extricate it or where they ought to put it.

Emotions are regarded as objects in another way—they are treated as unchanging regardless of the social or cultural context in which they unfold. Significant changes in the capital system have been based on assumptions about what the families of murder victims need in order to heal or attain closure. The notion of "healing" or "closure" on which these changes are predicated tends to be static, taking no account of differences between the needs of different murder survivors or changes in their emotions over time. But the oddest aspect of this notion of closure is its acontextual nature. The language of healing and therapy has been imported to the legal arena with little thought about whether the capital system is capable of serving therapeutic goals—or about what other values might be compromised in the process.

Misconception two: emotions are private and internal. We conceive of emotions as taking shape within us, as "inner bodily experiences." We might express those emotions to the social world, and the social world might react to that expression, but these social dynamics are viewed as separate from the feeling of the emotion itself. This conception obscures the link between emotion and social and institutional dynamics. As Hochschild says, "each feeling takes its shape, and in a sense becomes itself only in social context." Moral reasoning, in particular, appears to be a social, interpersonal process rather than an individual, private one.

When group tasks such as jury deliberation are at issue, treating each juror like an emotional island is particularly misguided. It fails to take into account the fundamental ways in which the emotional climate of the jury room shapes the jury's deliberative role: the jury's ability to communicate, the facts it finds, the ways it interprets demeanor or judges credibility, and the normative judgments it reaches. Sociologist Candace Clark explains: "We judge the validity and appropriateness of one another's perceptions, interpretations, and emotional reactions. . . . [J]udging is a social process
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notwithstanding the fact that it takes place internally.\footnote{CANDACE CLARK, MISERY AND COMPANY: SYMPATHY IN EVERYDAY LIFE 196, 203, 205 (1997).} We try to bring our own feelings about others in line with what we think is culturally appropriate.\footnote{See id. at 203 ("Strong social norms call for us to perceive and judge other people's behavior and to align our other-oriented feelings with the culturally appropriate judgments we make.").} Jurors evaluate the demeanor of the defendant, the witnesses, the attorneys, and others by consulting their own reactions and the reactions of those around them. They evaluate the judgment of their fellow jurors in the same way. The jury room develops an emotional climate of its own. Regarding emotions as private and internal obscures these complex interactions.

Misconception three: emotions are bursts of uncontrollable passion that short-circuit rational deliberation. This misconception is twofold. First, it equates emotion with acute or salient emotion. We tend to categorize as emotional those states that are memorable for their intensity—times of anger, grief, or joy that depart from our general background states.\footnote{KAGAN, supra note 9, at 5.} Thus, the capital system permits jury instructions about racial prejudice or fear when it deems those emotions to be salient, but in doing so it vastly underestimates their pervasiveness.\footnote{See infra notes 138-140, 159-162 and accompanying text.} Just as we are always speaking prose, we are always feeling emotions. We are constantly deciding who we fear and who we trust, what attracts us and what repels us, when to sympathize and when to condemn.

Once emotion is equated with intensity, it seems to follow that emotions are not to be trusted—that they are irrational, unpredictable interferences with a steady state of rationality. This misconception is the most central and tenacious of all—the one at the heart of the law's self-conception. Although the precise relationship between emotion and cognition is a matter of ongoing study and controversy, this conception of a sharp separation between emotion and cognition has rapidly fallen out of favor in every discipline that has studied the matter.\footnote{See ANTONIO R. DAMASIO, THE FEELING OF WHAT HAPPENS: BODY AND EMOTION IN THE MAKING OF CONSCIOUSNESS 40, 133-67 (1999) (contending that emotions are critical to the regulation of homeostasis and, in turn, to the biology of consciousness); FEELING AND THINKING: THE ROLE OF AFFECT IN SOCIAL COGNITION 1-17 (Joseph P. Forgas ed., 2000) (providing a brief summary of theories explaining the role of affect in social thinking and cognition); Richard D. Lane et al., The Study of Emotion from the Perspective of Cognitive Neuroscience, in COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE OF EMOTION 3, 3-11 (Richard D. Lane & Lynn Nadel eds., 2000) (exploring the interplay between emotion and cognition); Panksepp, supra note 10, at 8 (suggesting that primitive affective processes are the foundation for cognitive process).}
Understanding emotion is necessarily an interdisciplinary endeavor. A range of fields, including philosophy, psychology, sociology, political science, anthropology, and cognitive neuroscience, hold pieces of the puzzle about what emotion is and what roles it plays. These disciplines have approached emotion from very different angles. Even within disciplines, many issues—including definitional issues—are hotly contested. It is questionable whether any useful overarching definition of emotion can be formulated. As the philosopher Amélie Rorty succinctly says, “Emotions do not form a natural class.” Another scholar states that “[t]he term emotion refers to numerous heterogeneous processes.”

There is a danger in regarding the term as a description of a material, discrete, or unitary phenomenon rather than a set of functions. Its definition changes depending on the disciplinary focus and the source of evidence—for example, physical actions, biological or neurological reactions, or verbal descriptions. Its description and interpretation vary across time and culture. Moreover, there is a concern that the very use of a “conceptual framework that separates emotion and cognition into different areas of research” perpetuates the false notion of antagonism between the two. Jerome Kagan suggests setting aside disagreements over the correct definition of emotion and instead observing and understanding the complex phenomena we seek to study. The term will need to be provisionally defined for analytic purposes, “but it should not be reified.”
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With these caveats in mind, this article focuses on the way the term *emotion* is used and how the concept of emotion is deployed in the legal system. The term is often used in the legal context to communicate opprobrium and to describe and denigrate influences that are thought to interfere with decision-making. It is a category defined chiefly in terms of the irrational, the impetuous, and the unreasonable—that is, the antithesis of the ideal of law. Therefore it is important to explore the term's use and the consequences that follow. This will require a little recent history, vastly oversimplified.

Questions about the relationship between thinking and feeling, or reason and passion, have fascinated philosophers since ancient times. Plato and Aristotle debated the issue, and it was a central occupation of the Stoics, of Descartes and Spinoza, and of Kant and Hume. The assumption that emotion and reason are separate faculties goes back at least as far as the ancient Greeks, as does the debate about whether these two faculties work in unison or at cross purposes. The latter assumption, that the processes of thinking and feeling are not only distinct but antithetical, continues to exert a powerful influence on our understanding of reason and emotion. It has often gone hand in hand with the conviction that, because emotions are vague, ephemeral, and irrational, they are unscientific and not a proper object of study.

The nineteenth century ushered in two separate strands of emotion theory: a scientific or organismic model (associated with Darwin, William James, and early Freud) focusing on emotions and the brain; and a social or interactional model (associated with Erwin Goffman and John Dewey) focusing on emotions and society. Shades of that split (body vs. mind and private vs. social) exist today. The organismic model viewed emotions as biologically based, as instinctual rather than reflective, and as stable entities that remain fixed across social groups, cultures, and times. Proponents of this model addressed the origins of and the triggers for emotion, but since
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they viewed emotion as fixed and acultural, they were not particularly interested in its social role. The biological model's assumption that emotion was instinctual left little room for its role in cognition.

The interactional model, conversely, focused on how social factors mold emotion. In this account, cultural context shapes emotion through both explicit and implicit rules and expectations about what we ought to feel and how we ought to express it. In sociologist Arlie Hochschild's example: if a man becomes violently angry when insulted, it will matter what, in his cultural milieu, constitutes an insult. Features of his cultural milieu may aid or inhibit his expression of anger and help determine whether he reacts to his own anger with shame or pride. In other words, context will help determine both how he experiences and understands the emotion and how he acts upon it. Because it assumed that societal norms help shape emotions, the interactional model thus left more room for discussion of emotion's role in cognitive judgment. However, it had little to say about the science of emotions—where they come from and how they work.

In the twentieth century, science virtually abandoned the study of emotion, leaving scientific knowledge stalled at the conclusion that emotions are hard-wired, instinctual, and impervious to reason. Social and psychological theory generally accepted this duality between emotion and reason. By the late 1960s, Lawrence Kohlberg's theory of the development of moral reasoning was ascendant. This theory privileged the abstract, the categorical, and the logical. Kohlberg's influential work defined the terms for research on moral reasoning, which tended to view emotion and intuition as low-order precursors to moral judgment. In recent years this model has been challenged in a broad array of relevant fields. Models emphasizing the salutary role of emotion in cognition generally, and in
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moral judgment specifically, have gained increasing acceptance.\textsuperscript{108} This shift has enabled a more nuanced debate about the role of specific emotions in specific contexts.

\textit{C. A Provisional Definition}

In recent years, one of the most influential and exciting challenges to the reason–emotion duality and the mind–body duality\textsuperscript{109} has come from the field of cognitive neuroscience, which "seeks to integrate into the study of human thought, our rapidly emerging knowledge about the structure and functions of the brain, and about the formal properties of ... decision-making processes."\textsuperscript{110} The neuroscientific research, using powerful brain-imaging tools like electroencephalography (EEG) and functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) scans, has helped show the importance of both the biological and social strands.\textsuperscript{111} The current understanding of emotions views them as biologically rooted processes, depending on innately set brain devices, shaped by a long evolutionary history.\textsuperscript{112}

However, as Jack Balkin usefully points out, "it is highly misleading to think of individuals as consisting of identical hardware into which identical copies of software are installed."\textsuperscript{113} In fact, as he adds, when we speak of the computer, we generally think of it as consisting of hardware and
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software—a meld that also describes the brain.\textsuperscript{114} Current understandings suggest that when the brain faces a complex cognitive task it recruits a variety of brain functions as well as a diverse selection of information sources. These sources, which include genetic information, cultural knowledge, and personal experience, contribute to the construction of templates or scripts about how the world is supposed to work and how people are supposed to behave.\textsuperscript{115} The brain sorts and categorizes information according to these templates.\textsuperscript{116} To use another computer metaphor, it is not efficient to open a new file folder for each new piece of information; the brain tries to file the information in the folder that offers the closest fit. It filters for similarity and difference, the familiar and the deviant, relying on shorthand indicators (some of them helpful and accurate, some unhelpful or even pernicious).

Emotion plays a role in all these functions. As Candace Clark says, "[j]udging is an almost constant feature of social life."\textsuperscript{117} More basically, choosing is an essential feature of survival. Emotion helps to choose among sources, emphasize, highlight, flag perceived deviance, indicate importance and urgency, assess risk or advantage, and assist in evaluating the intentions of others. It helps guide and prioritize decision-making processes; moving us to action. Emotion thus plays a key role in cognition, highlighting the importance of studying not merely the salient emotions, but also the influence of emotional variables on the very structure of decision-making. As Oliver Goodenough suggests:

Perhaps it is not so much that emotion is a key to normative judgment as it is a key to important and effective normative judgment, normative judgment that gets our attention and gets translated into action, either with respect to our own conduct or to the reward or punishment of others.\textsuperscript{118}
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Legal judgment is not exempt from these dynamics. It is a complex system of explicit and implicit rules and principles that must be applied by individuals according to their varying templates. Moreover, legal judgment occurs in a social and institutional context, within which the role of emotion in forming legal judgment needs to be understood. Emotion is in a complex feedback loop with institutions like the justice system. It has a role in shaping our institutions, and the institutions in turn shape emotions—their expression, their display, and even, arguably, their inchoate nature. Institutional settings are rife with unspoken rules about how emotion ought to be displayed outwardly and even about what ought to be felt internally.

III. EMOTION IN CONTEXT: 
THE EMOTIONAL LANDSCAPE OF THE CAPITAL SYSTEM

The capital trial is a circumscribed, tightly controlled, and highly ritualized setting. Judging by its formal rules, it is a proceeding that allows little room for emotion, despite the morally and emotionally charged question it is meant to resolve. But once the misconceptions discussed above are identified, it becomes clear that the proceeding is rife with emotion. It occurs against a backdrop of widely shared empathy for the victim and his family. It poses the challenge to the decision-maker of overcoming anger and disgust toward the defendant and exercising empathy, at least temporarily, in order to consider the defendant’s mitigation evidence. It raises questions about the role of empathy toward the defendant’s family. The struggle over empathy is endemic to the proceeding. Excising empathy completely is not possible or even desirable. The better goal is to determine which emotions, and in particular which empathetic responses, the system ought to be encouraging or discouraging in order to improve the likelihood of a fair and just process.

This section will consider the capital jury in particular. As discussed above, the legal system’s approach to the capital jury has been to focus, from time to time, on particular salient emotions it seeks to encourage or discourage. The implicit assumption appears to be that in the absence of direction about what emotions are acceptable or off-limits, jurors will simply behave rationally—without passion, favor, or prejudice. However, jurors are not blank slates. They cannot be separated from the templates they bring with them. What they see will be mediated through their notions
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of what they expect to see, and will affect who they trust, who they understand, who they fear, and with whom they empathize. Moreover, jury decision-making must be understood in light of the additional templates provided by the institutional context. The trial courtroom, and more particularly the unique institution of the capital jury, creates its own set of cultural expectations and rules, and these include rules, usually unspoken, about how emotion is expressed and interpreted. As Arlie Hochschild explains in the context of corporate culture, the institution may even help shape the emotions felt by those over whom it exerts power. These rules may seem invisible, but they exact emotional costs when they are broken.

Craig Haney and his co-authors observe about the capital jury:

The courtroom becomes the jurors’ separate reality, and they spend weeks or months in this legal world, amateurs in an arena of experts. Like all people in unfamiliar and threatening situations, they become acutely sensitive to—and highly dependent upon—the social cues and implicit messages they receive from the legal experts around them.

In his book Death by Design, Haney persuasively argues that one of the most salient characteristics of the capital trial is the insistent message that the issue of life and death facing the jury is not an emotional issue. The very appearance of dispassionate process is an important part of the system’s emotional landscape: a powerful implicit message to the jury as well as the other legal actors. By failing to acknowledge the emotion-laden nature of the decision in jury instructions or otherwise, with the exception of explicit instructions to put aside passion or prejudice, the court sends several messages. It sends a message that this decision-making process requires merely the mechanistic application of rules; that any emotional twinges are unwelcome intrusions and should be suppressed. The message begins early on with the death-qualifying process, in which jurors are asked whether they are capable of following the law by voting for
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death. Those who say no are excluded. This process signals that death is the default, or “expected,” sentence and that those who are “good” and law-abiding will fall in line.

The message is reinforced by the jury instructions, which in various ways provide emotional distance from the life-and-death consequences of the verdict. Instructions may ask the jurors to find the existence of aggravating and mitigating factors, and then fail to explain how these should be weighed. They may ask for answers to several “factual” questions, such as whether the defendant would pose a continuing danger. Many jurors believe these instructions require them to approach the penalty-phase deliberations as a simple accounting—a checklist of questions and answers—in which certain answers lead automatically to a decision in favor of a death sentence. Jurors may also believe that the judge—rather than the jurors themselves—will carry the heavy burden of ensuring that justice is done.

The significance of these distancing mechanisms is underscored by recent research in the field of cognitive neuroscience on the dynamics of moral decision-making, which suggests that people approach ethical decisions quite differently depending on whether they experience the ethical issue as personal or impersonal. Moral dilemmas that are experienced as personal activate different parts of the brain, evoke a different set of emotions, and lead to different conclusions about what is right and wrong. This research helps explain in physiological terms what psychologists like Robert Jay Lifton, Herbert Kelman, and Stanley Milgram have long observed: it is easier to decide to hurt or kill someone when direct responsibility is masked and that person’s fate seems far removed from your own.
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The result of this implicit message of passionless routine is not to banish emotion from the courtroom. Regardless of what they may say with all sincerity in voir dire, jurors experience a gamut of emotions toward capital defendants, including disgust, anger, and pity. Studies show that they are particularly swayed by sympathy, fear, and conscious or unconscious racial bias; and indeed, that racial bias may determine whether a particular defendant is the object of sympathy or fear.

Jurors enter the courtroom with preexisting notions about crime shaped by media and other cultural sources. These sources tend to stoke fear—and all too often racialized fear. They disseminate the widespread and inaccurate impression that most crime is random, pervasive, violent, and perpetrated by black men on white victims. Yet the prevailing rules tend to treat jurors as blank slates unsullied by cultural stereotypes, and to decline to address issues of race and dangerousness unless they become salient. This focus on salience is misdirected.

The perception that crime is pervasive, violent, and perpetrated by black men on white victims contributes to racial bias in specific and general ways. It specifically exacerbates the fear that black capital defendants, if not sentenced to death, will pose a threat to the community. As discussed above, this fear in turn is exacerbated by another piece of inaccurate folk wisdom: that even a sentence of life without parole will not keep a convicted murderer off the street for very long. Despite evidence that juries misunderstand the meaning of "life without parole," the common
judicial protocol is to refuse to address a jury’s misconceptions. The Supreme Court’s holding in *Simmons v. South Carolina* that the defendant has no right to demand more accurate information unless his future dangerousness is specifically at issue is premised on the confusion about salience discussed earlier.

More generally, the media portrayal of violent black men exacerbates preexisting racial prejudice, confirming attitudes that blacks are of lesser character. Left unaddressed, racial stereotyping will influence how jurors respond to and deliberate with one another, how they judge witness credibility, how they evaluate mitigation evidence, and how they assess future dangerousness.

In social settings, there are rules about the display of emotion: when emotions should be held in check and when an outward display is appropriate or even expected. The trial is a highly choreographed social setting, in which the participants are quite literally judged by their performance. Studies of jury decision-making consistently show that a defendant’s showing of remorse is correlated with a jury’s willingness to grant mercy; a defendant’s lack of remorse is often cited as justification for condemning him to death. Haney, in his study of California capital jurors, reports that one of the major factors in their decision was “whether or not the defendant expressed remorse (based only on in-court observations of the defendant). In the opinion of most of the jurors, capital defendants simply did not express appropriate emotion during the penalty-phase proceedings . . . .” Scott Peterson’s case is a recent example of this dynamic. The *New York Times* reported that “[t]he prosecution had portrayed his unflinching behavior [in court] as the cool calculation of a killer.” Similarly, author Beverly Lowry gives this description of Karla Faye Tucker’s attempt to follow her lawyer’s instructions:

[Her lawyer] had told her to try to look dignified and calm and so she was trying to look unmoved by the proceedings and when she did they said she was cold and when she looked out into the courtroom and smiled at [her father] Larry Tucker, the press
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reported that she had smiled at somebody else, and so she never looked out in the courtroom again.\textsuperscript{149}

Alex Kotlowitz describes how a jury of men and women who strongly favored the death penalty came to spare the life of Jeremy Gross, a capital defendant whom they had convicted of a brutal murder.\textsuperscript{150} He recounts how the jury, learning about Gross's own brutal childhood, gradually came to understand him and even to empathize with various aspects of his life.\textsuperscript{151} At first, jurors could not look him in the eye, and they adjudged him to be cold and indifferent.\textsuperscript{152} As they got to know more about him, they "began to view what they initially thought was indifference as shame."\textsuperscript{153} This rereading of his demeanor was crucial to their eventual decision to spare him.\textsuperscript{154}

The problem is that people are far less adept at evaluating demeanor than they believe and than the legal system assumes them to be.\textsuperscript{155} This problem is greatly exacerbated when demeanor must be evaluated across cultural,\textsuperscript{156} ethnic,\textsuperscript{157} or racial lines.\textsuperscript{158} Bill Bowers, Marla Sandys, and Ben Steiner found, for example, that after observing the same defendant and interpreting the same mitigating evidence, black jurors saw a disadvantaged upbringing, remorse, and sincerity, while white jurors saw incorrigibility, a lack of emotion, and deceptive behavior.\textsuperscript{159} They discovered that:
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Where a white juror sees black witnesses as faking or "putting on," a black juror sees them as sincere. Where a white female juror interprets the black defendant's demeanor as hard and cold, a black male juror sees him as sorry. Where a white female juror sympathizes with the anguish of the black defendant's mother, she blames the defendant for it and rationalizes that his execution will be in his mother's best interest.\textsuperscript{160}

The empathic divide between the white juror and the black defendant is deep, pervasive, and tenacious. The Bowers study shows that a related set of dynamics plays out in the jury room.\textsuperscript{161} Not only do black and white jurors evaluate the evidence differently, they also evaluate one another through the sharply differing lenses of their own prior cultural perceptions.\textsuperscript{162}

These preexisting biases are left unaddressed except in a few narrow circumstances in which the Supreme Court has found race to be a salient issue. In the 1986 case of Turner v. Murray, the Court recognized that in black defendant–white victim cases, there was a serious risk that racial bias could lead to improper sentencing.\textsuperscript{163} It therefore held that a capital defendant accused of an interracial crime is entitled to have prospective jurors informed of the race of the victim and questioned about whether they harbor racial bias.\textsuperscript{164} Thus the Court acknowledges the possibility of racial bias in a very narrow context, ignoring the vast universe of cases and situations in which race is not salient for jurors. Several fascinating studies suggest the possibility that racial bias is more likely to infect juror decision-making in precisely those cases in which race is not salient.\textsuperscript{165} In those cases, prejudice will operate unconsciously and jurors will be less likely to adjust their attitudes to conform to prevailing norms.\textsuperscript{166}

\textsuperscript{160} Id.
\textsuperscript{161} See id. at 244.
\textsuperscript{162} Id.
\textsuperscript{164} Id. at 36–37.
\textsuperscript{165} Samuel R. Sommers & Phoebe C. Ellsworth, How Much Do We Really Know About Race and Juries? A Review of Social Science Theory and Research, 78 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 997, 1014 (2003) (finding that "White juror bias may be most likely when a trial is not racially charged and jurors' concerns about racism are not made salient"); Samuel R. Sommers, On Racial Diversity and Group Decision Making: Identifying Multiple Effects of Racial Composition on Jury Deliberations, 90 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCH. 597, 606 (2006) (showing that "the presence of Black group members translated into fewer guilty votes before deliberations," even when such jurors are not active participants); Jeffrey J. Rachlinski, Sheri Lynn Johnson, Andrew J. Wistrich & Chris Guthrie, Does Unconscious Bias Affect Trial Judges?, 84 NOTRE DAME L. REV. (forthcoming 2009) (measuring race and gender bias and finding that once they are brought into consciousness, they can be ameliorated).
\textsuperscript{166} Sommers & Ellsworth, supra note 165, at 1014.
A year after the *Turner* decision, the Court, in *McCleskey v. Kemp*, made clear its intention to avoid the deeper, omnipresent question: What are the implications for the death penalty if the racial divide cannot be adequately bridged?167 This is not a question confined to the workings of the jury.168 Although much attention has been paid to the dynamics of jury decision-making, we know less about the way other legal actors, such as prosecutors and judges, arrive at their decisions. In the conventional wisdom, it may be understandable that a jury of laypeople will sometimes fail to banish improper emotion from their deliberations, but this understanding does not extend to the legal actors who are an essential part of the capital decision-making process.169 There is substantial research to be done on the emotional dynamics of judging, prosecuting, and defending capital crime.

**CONCLUSION**

Even if emotions roil below the surface, what is accomplished by taking them into account? Why not preserve the aspirational fiction of a passionless cognitive process, with the understanding that no system is perfect? I have argued that in any real sense, rational deliberation without emotion is simply not a viable option, and that the cherished legal fiction that such emotionless cognition is both possible and desirable has destructive consequences. The legal system tries to shape, harness, or encourage emotion from time to time, and it generally does so clumsily, without much understanding of how emotions work and how they might be effectively regulated. Emotion is partially cognitive; it is not immutable. It can be channeled and it can be educated. To the extent it skews judgment we can try to discourage it or correct for it. Treating emotion as invisible is a choice not to address dynamics that will, nevertheless, continue to operate and will have serious consequences for the justice system.

168. The racial disparities in sentencing contemplated by the *McCleskey* Court and documented in a study by David Baldus were traced not only to jury verdicts but also to prosecutorial charging decisions. DAVID C. BALDUS ET AL., *EQUAL JUSTICE AND THE DEATH PENALTY* 160–62 (1990).
169. See Jeffrey J. Rachlinski, *Heuristics and Biases in the Courts: Ignorance or Adaptation?*, 79 OR. L. REV. 61, 99–100 (2000) (reporting on findings that courts are more likely to recognize the possibility of bias by juries than by judges).